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From an archive which will create the ISO manifest and EPLAN files for you. EDIT: This is for the standalone version. New South Wales Transport Minister Andrew Constance has announced
the government will set up a taskforce to build a mandatory nationwide coronavirus contact tracing app, after setting aside $90 million for the project. But the cost of the app could run to
$600 million, with 40 per cent of that cost estimated to be paid by users. A test of the app on the New South Wales national rail network found it could cost between $80 million and $140
million to build a nationwide app. NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian said the app would not target "just" senior citizens. "All Australians will be included in the app," Ms Berejiklian said. "We

are conscious that you have to do it in a careful way and the sort of test we're looking at in Australia is not just around the elderly." A 'backstop for the rollout' Mr Constance said the
government has developed a new smartphone app called NSW HealthCOVID that will track coronavirus spread among the state's population. The government says the app will be

mandatory and no one will be able to travel without it on the road or in the air. It will also give information on the health needs of coronavirus patients. "The government will not support
any other app that competes with this," Mr Constance said. "This app will run alongside the NSW HealthCOVID app." Mr Constance said it will become a "backstop" for the rollout of the app,
should anything happen to the NSW Health app. "We will use it as a backup if something goes wrong with our own app," Mr Constance said. Mr Constance says those who make complaints
to the government will also get the NSW HealthCOVID app to see their health needs. "If you have a complaint about how it's working, the government will give you the NSW HealthCOVID

app." NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard said it is also anticipated the new app would include other apps to manage other aspects of the coronavirus response. "The contact tracing app will
also coordinate with NSW Health's COVID Remote Monitoring app to track the location of people who are self-isolating, ensure they receive their test
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